Abstract
Introduction
Path planning is a new generation of low altitude penetration technology to achieve the purpose of terrain-following, terrain avoidance and flight with evading threat. While the path planning for UCAV is an important part in the mission planning system. The goal for path planning is to calculate the optimal or sub-optimal flight route for UCAV within the appropriate time so that the UCAV can break through the enemy threat environments and ensure the mission to conduct smoothly. UCAV path planning problem is a kind optimization problem which is related to the national defense and security, so a series of algorithms have been proposed to solve this complicated multiconstrained optimization problem, such as differential evolution (EA) [1, 13] , genetic algorithm (GA) [2] , ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) [3] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [4] and artificial bee colony (ABC) [19] and so on. However, these algorithms can hardly solve the contradiction between the global optimization and excessive information.
The wolf colony algorithm (WCA) is proposed by C. G Yang et al., in 2007 . The algorithm is a swarm intelligence algorithm to simulate the intelligent predatory behaviors of the wolf colony. The wolf is a very intelligent animal . They are not alone when they catch and feed on food but by teams composed of several wolves . The wolf colony sends a few wolves to search quarry by smell. When the searching wolves discover the quarry, they notify the position of the quarry to the other wolves by howl.
UCAV Path Planning Mathematical Model

Problem description [20]
Path planning for UCAV is formulated according to the practical situation and marks out the optimal flight route meeting certain performance requirements according to some performance indicators, and needs to consider many factors, such as the terrain, data, threat information, and time and so on. In order to solve UCAV path planning problem, this paper builds a function optimization problem, creates a mathematical model according to constraints, and finds the optimal flight routes satisfying the requirements. Shown as Figure 1 , the actual problem is transformed into a D -dimensional function optimization problem by converting coordinates.
In Figure 1 , we transform the original coordinate system into the new coordinate whose abscissa is the connection line from starting point to target point according to transform expressions shown in Equation (1) 
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After the above conversion, we divide the abscissa of new coordinate
partitions, and then get a vertical line and the coordinate of ordinate Y for the corresponding node, so we can obtain a two-dimensional coordinate points set formed by D points. The abscissas of these points are divided into equal partitions, so it is easy to get their point coordinate. We can get a path from start point to end point through connecting these points together, so UCAV problem is transformed into a constrained function optimization problem to let the problem become simplistic.
Performance indicator
In the problem description, UCAV needs to consider many factors to complete the task; these factors are performance indicators of the problem including safety performance indicator and performance indicator. UCAV needs to avoid some threats and pitfalls to make UCAV's threat minimum, and so does the fuel cost. We call it threat cost.
Minimum of performance indicator for threat is calculated by Equation (3) .
Minimum of performance indicator for fuel is calculated by Equation (4) .
Then the total performance indicators for UCAV route are calculated by Equation (5) .
are the performance indicator of threat, fuel and the total performance indicators for UCAV route respectively; t  is the threat cost of each point on the route; f  is fuel cost of each point on the path; L is the path length;
coefficient between safety performance and fuel performance, whose value is determined by the actual situation of the task UCAV performing, and depending on whether the aircraft is the emphasis on safety or on the time of task completion . The part is paid more attention; the share of the coefficient values will be greater.
Threat cost
When the UCAV is performing tasks, flying along the path j i L , , the total threat cost generated by t N threats is calculated by Equation (6) . 
Figure 2. Calculation for Threat Cost
To simplify the calculations, we fetch a number of points of each segment to calculate threat cost. Shown in Figure 2 , each edge is divided into five equal partitions, and the threat cost on this edge is calculated by the five points. If the distance from the threat point to the edge is less than the threat radius, we can calculate the responding threat cost according to Equation (7) . 
Fuel cost
In the practical problem of UCAV path planning, fuel cost depends on path length. And the fuel cost of each point in path
simplicity, and fuel cost of each edge can be expressed by
CWCA
In 1965,Box used simplex method [11] for solving unconstrained optimization problems to solve the constrained optimization problems, and the formed complex method for solving unconstrained optimization problems. In order to increase the optimization capability of WCA, the most strong wolves were selected to build a complex, the complex centroid was made use of to produce a new point by reflecting, extension and shrinking, and the new point replaced bad points to continuously close to the optimal point. This algorithm is called CWCA.
Initialize the wolf colony
At this phase, the purpose is to let every wolf uniformly distribute in the domain of definition of the objective function. The scale of the wolf colony is N , the search space dimension is D , the position of the i -th wolf is 
Search the quarry
In order to search the quarry, the optimal (that the fitness value is best) stepa is the searching step.
Besiege the quarry
Suppose that the position of the quarry is the position of the searching wolf. When the searching wolves discover the quarry, they notify the position of the quarry to the other wolves by how. The other wolves get close to the quarry and besiege it. Then the updated position 
Lead the wolf colony to search the quarry based on complex method
In the wolf colony, we select u strong wolves to build a complex, suppose the position of the u -th wolf is sorted as ) ,..., , ( 
Where  is shrinkage coefficient, taken
A complex is constructed by selecting the strong wolves and conducts the wolf colony to search quarry so that the optimization capability of the algorithm is improved and uneasy into local optimization. 
Update the wolf colony
The assignment rule of the wolf colony is to assign the food to the strong wolf at first and then to the weak one. The rule makes that the strong wolf gets enough food while the weak one gets little so that the weak wolf will starve to death. But the rule can ensure that the strong wolves prey next time, so the adapt ability of the wolf colony can be enhanced. By simulating the principle of survival of the fittest, the paper removes the worst m artificial wolves in the colony and generates m wolves randomly. Therefore, the algorithm can avoid the local optimum and the wolf colony becomes various. Step3: Calculate the fitness value. Threat cost of every wolf is calculated by equation (5).
Step4: Searching the quarry.
q wolves are selected, namely the threat cost is optimal, searching the quarry according to equation (9) .
Step5: Besiege the quarry, the position of the wolf colony is updated by equation (10) . Step8: After completing an iteration, the algorithm enters the next iteration, and determines whether it meets the conditions or not. If it meets the conditions, it exits the loop, and records the position of wolves and indexes; otherwise go to Step2.
Step9: Inversely transform the coordinates. Transform the new coordinates into the original coordinates, and record results. 
Experiment Simulations
This work use the emulator which is written by MATLAB 2010b and it is performed on the PC with Windows 7 OS, AMD athlon 640 Quad-core processors and 3GB memory.
In [10] 
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Influence of control parameters
The choice of the control parameters has a great impact on different problems, the choice of besieging step stepb , extension coefficient  , and searching step Before besieging the quarry, the wolf colony searches the quarry, so the convergence speed of the algorithm is improved. But if the convergence speed is too fast, the algorithm is easy to fall into local optimization. So we simulate with different searching step stepa to find out the appropriate search step by comparing the total performance.
From Table 2 , we can know that the appropriate value for CWCA is Table 3 . 
Effect of Dimensionality D
In order to investigate the influence of the dimension on the performance of CWCA, this paper sets Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 show the best minima, the worst minima and the mean minima found by each algorithm respectively. In the simulations, we use the same population size and the maximum number of iterations ( Table 4 we can see that CWCA is better than other algorithms no matter how large D is. For example, 10  D , the result got by CWCA is 0.6518, but the solution of other algorithms is more than 1, the accuracy of CWCA is higher than several other algorithms. Table 5 , the mean of CWCA is 0.5099, while the mean of ACO is 24.5754. It can be seen clearly that CWCA is better than ACO, and the results of other algorithms are worse than CWCA. From Figure 4 , Figure 5 , and Figure 6 , it can be seen that the optimal value, the worst value and the average value obtained by CWCA are better than other algorithms. Though with the increase of dimension, the results of CWCA also increase, yet in some cases, it is in a downward trend and the accuracy of the solution is improved indeed. With the increasing of dimensions, the complexity and running time of the algorithm grow, and the accuracy is not improved too much. In summary from these tables above, setting escapes from the threat center to make the threat cost become smallest. UCAV path planning is to find an appropriate path which the threat is smallest. 
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Effect of maximum iterations t max
The choice of the maximum number of iterations is of vital importance to solve the algorithm. The choice of the maximum number of iterations has a directly effect on the solution accuracy of different problems, so we set the maximum number of iterations as 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 respectively, and each algorithm runs 100 times independently ( Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9 are the best, worst and mean results respectively on different maximum number of iterations for every algorithm. From Table 7 , Table 8 , and Table 9 , it can be seen that the CWCA can get better results than other algorithms. With the rising of the number of iterations, the accuracy of the solution of every algorithm grows high. But the complexity of the algorithm is getting higher as the number of iterations increasing, and the accuracy of the algorithm is not improved greatly. Such as in Table 7 , when the maximum number of iterations is 250, the solution of MFA increases about 0.01 compared in 200 iterations, while the algorithm iterates more for 50 times. But the accuracy of the solution of CWCA has little change, the maximum number of iterations is set 200, and CWCA is better than other algorithms when solving the UCAV path planning problem. Figure 17 is convergence curve figures of CWCA on different maximum number of iterations. From the figures, we can see that the convergence speed of CWCA is fast, and it is not easy to fall into local optimization. Such as Figure 15 , it is converged from 20-th iteration to 80-th iteration; the algorithm jump out of local optimization at last, the accuracy of the solution is improved. It is uneasy to precocious and is effective for solving UCAV path planning problem.
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Conclusions
For UCAV path planning problem, this paper proposes a wolf colony search algorithm based on the complex method, which let WCA mix with the complex method and the complex method as the wolf colony's leading strategy. The UCAV can find the safe path by connecting the chosen nodes while avoiding the threat areas and costing minimum fuel. Compared with other algorithms, experiment results show that CWCA is a more feasible and effective way in UCAV path planning.
